A new dynamic research tool
provided by the World Trade Organization

www.wto-ilibrary.org

An invaluable source of information on global trade
The WTO iLibrary brings together, for the first time, into one self-contained
area all the WTO’s key research material on global trade.

The platform contains:

Over 400 titles published by
the WTO or co-published
with other international
organizations, comprising
almost 4,000 chapters.

Over 30 WTO titles
co-published with
Cambridge University
Press, comprising
over 500 chapters.

Content is made available
in a variety of digital formats, including
PDF, HTML and CSV.

Over 400
dispute
settlement
reports.

A range of
statistical
data
on trade
topics.

Over 200
WTO
working
papers.

Enriched metadata makes the
content full searchable, meaning
users can drill down easily to their
specific areas of interest.

Key features
• Users have unlimited access to subscribed content.
• Content can
be viewed by
country, topic,
language, year
and title.

• Free inclusion of content in course packs without need
to request permission.

• A Read Online feature allows users to
read and share content on all connected
devices: desktop and mobile.

• Each
publication
page contains
a link to the
WTO’s Online
Bookshop
for ordering
printed copies.

• A citation tool allows content to be easily
integrated into bibliographic references.
• Books are broken
down by chapter.

• All content
can be fully
downloaded or
copied/pasted
for reuse
elsewhere.

Main themes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture and food safety
Anti-dumping, subsidies, safeguards
Development and building trade capacity
Dispute settlement
Economic research and trade policy analysis
Environment
Government procurement
Information technology and e-commerce
Intellectual property
Market access
Regional trade agreements
Services
Technical barriers to trade
Trade facilitation and customs valuation
Trade finance
Trade monitoring
Trade statistics
WTO accessions

The WTO iLibrary: Who is it for?
The WTO iLibrary is the perfect research tool for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

chambers of commerce
export/import businesses
governments
libraries
non-governmental organizations
research institutions
universities
legal firms

An ever-expanding
research tool

The WTO iLibrary will be regularly updated and expanded
to incorporate new content on global trade.
The WTO iLibrary has been developed in partnership
with the OECD. For questions related to access and
subscriptions, please contact:
WTO-ilibrary@oecd.org
For questions about content, please contact :
WTO-iLibrary@wto.org
OECD has also worked in partnership with other
intergovernmental organisations to establish "one-stop
shop" iLibraries. These include:
•
•
•
•

Commonwealth Secretariat
International Telecommunication Union
Nordic Cooperation
United Nations.

These platforms complement the OECD iLibrary:
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org.

The WTO

OECD

The World Trade Organization (WTO) deals with the global
rules of trade between nations. Its main function is to ensure
trade flows as smoothly, predictably and freely as possible.

OECD provides a forum in which governments can work
together to share experiences and seek solutions to
common problems.

